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Then between this, and the original integral equation, and the
i — 1 equations obtained by differentiation, (forming n-}-]. equa-
ions in all), the n constants 0 may be eliminated and the result
flill involve the differential coefficients up to the (n — l)th'inclu-
sive and the constant A. This would be a first integral of the
liffereritial equation, but it is not independent of the n already
)btained; for from these let the respective values of the quantities
"j in terms of the variables and the differential coefficients of y
De derived from the separate equations, in which they occur singly
ind be substituted in the equation ^ = 0 ; this equation will then
ae one involving the differential coefficients up to the (u-~l)th and
ihe constant A, and will therefore be the same as the foregoing.
[n fact the two processes are merely different methods of obtaining
the one result, and the second shews that the first integral so
obtained is derivable from the other n first integrals. Hence the
differential equation of order n has not more than n independent
first integrals. ;
9.. It is convenient to add here two lemmas to which frequent
reference will subsequently be made.
lemma I.   Let uv wa, 	, un be n functions of the n variables
jpj, #a,	, #„, these variables being independent of one another ;
if among these functions any relation, which may be represented "by
be identically satisfied, kg that ult wg,	,un are not independent
of one another, then the equation
l    3/f,	;
a*.
da
= o	(ii)
a£
 ;_'!
Irfa^ '   ()x,2' ""	' &
m identically satisfied.
Since equation (I) in identically satisfied, when for n^u^	,un
are substituted their values in terms of the independent variables,
the partial differential coefficients of F of the first order with
regard to each of these variables are separately zero.    Thus we
have
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